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Florida Artist Blacksmith Association

PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE
Welcome to the
President’s Corner
This month I am still addressing
safety and what each of us needs
to do to maintain a safe and low health hazard work
environment. One item is the fumes from our fire and
another is the products we introduce into the fire.
The fumes from our gas forge can produce carbon
dioxide (CO) which is a colorless and odorless gas which
is deadly. This is why we need to maintain fresh air at all
times in our forging activities. Failing to do this could
leave you in a situation where you may need hyperbaric
medical treatment to remove the CO or, as a worst case, a
will and executor to designate the distribution of your
shop tools along with other personal possessions.
When it comes to the items we introduce into our
forging fire, consideration has to be given to any coating
on the metal. One example is any product coated with
zinc, best known as galvanized. When this product is
heated, zinc oxide is produced, and guess what it can do?
It can cause brain injury and death. Both of these have
long term affects that I just don’t want to go into.
With the organization gaining more and more
uninformed and young members we need to exercise our
mature knowledge when we see someone start to do
something that will harm themselves and others. We can
do this by stopping them and educating them in the
practice of life safety for themselves and others.
One resource for safety practices education is
AnvilFire.com. There are also a number of great books
covering forge safety and I would suggest that each of
you set some time aside with a good blacksmithing book
addressing safety to better protect yourself and others.
I would also suggest that those of you who are
working on the Journeyman Blacksmith Program review
the standards checklist on pages 8-9 and use it to continue
to march in pursuit of this goal. October is getting closer
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by the day and I would love to hand out more of these
awards at the annual conference, so hammer on.
If you see a new face at one of our meetings, engage
the person with a warm welcome along with a hand
shake, see what their interest is associated with our trade,
and ask if you can be of any assistance. If you are a new
member, I would encourage you to introduce yourself and
become part of this wonderful giving group of skilled
individuals.

Think Safe and be Safe,
John Boy Watson

Side Table by Kirk Sullens

Road Trips
Batson Blade Sympos, Tannehill St Pk, McCalla, AL Apr 1-3
BGOP, Berryville, VA. Demonstrators Jymm Hoffman &
Richard Sullivan Apr 15-17

Western Reserve Conference, Burton's Century Village,
Burton, OH. Demonstrator Lisa Geertsen Jun 24-26
2016 ABANA Conference @ SLC, Utah, July 13-16
For more information, contact the Central Office at
centraloffice@abana.org or call 423-913-1022.
FABA Annual Conference, Ocala Florida Oct 7-9

CBA Spring Conference, Ferndale, CA Apr 28- May 1
BAM Ozark Conference Apr 28- May 1 Missouri State
Fairgrounds, Sedalia, MO. Questions: contact Mike
McLaughlin at 816-295-3935 or cowpie42@hotmail.com

All events are drawn from:
http://www.abana.org/cgi-bin/calendar/calendar.pl
Go to: https://www.abana.org/affiliates/affiliate_list.shtml for
web sites and contact information.

Northwest Blacksmith Assoc Conf, Longview, WA. Demos
Gabor Szombathy, Monica Coyne & Dave Lisch. May 13-15
AACB Conference in Cannonsburgh Village, TN, May 20-21
Mark Aspery, Susan Hutchinson, Julie Clark, Larry Cole,
Daniel Pelletier and Samuel Stoner, Jr. as demonstrators.
Family programs, BBQ dinner Friday for $8. Tailgating and
vendors. See aacbconference@yahoo.com for more info
BGCM Blacksmith Days, Westminster, MD, May 21-22 AT
Carroll County Farm Museum in Westminster, MD.
Demonstrators: Shel Browder and James Michael Walker. For
more info see Ted McNett @ stonejugforge@embarqmail.com
Northern Rockies Blacksmith Assoc Spring Conference,
Laurel, Montana May 21-22
New England Blacksmiths, Brentwood, NH Jun 3-5
Illinois Valley Blacksmith Assn Conference Jun 10-12
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Calendar of Events
The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region
Northwest Region
Southeast Region
Southwest Region

Bob Jacoby
John Pfund
Shaun Williams
Austin Haley

904-613-2626
850-528-3280
954-274-4119
941-504-5138

NE April 2 Pioneer Settlement for the
Creative Arts, Barberville

bobjacoby@bellsouth.net
johnwpfund@aol.com
chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
harpblue4u@gmail.com

NW April 9 Panhandle Pioneer
Settlement, Blountstown

SR 12
SR 20

SW April 23 Jerry and Mary
Standifer’s

SE April 19 Shaun Williams Dark

Angel Armory, 2600 Hammondville Rd.
Bay 20, Pompano Beach, 954-274-4119

Coconut Creek Pkwy
NW 27th
Ave.

Florida’s
Turnpike

X

Powerline Rd.

Dr. MLK Blvd/Hammondville Rd.

I-275 St.
Petersburg
I-75
US 19
18th Ave W.

X

10th St.

Jerry and Mary Standifer’s
1808 8th St. W., Palmetto
941-729-6219 - Potluck

REGIONAL REPORTS

SE - February Meeting

Hello again everyone and thank you for joining us for
another
monthly regional report. We have been keeping
NW - February Meeting
up a very busy schedule in the Southeast Region with a
The Northwest had its February 13th meeting at Juan variety of blacksmithing related events. On February
Holbrook’s forge in Gainesville. We could not have
12th, we hosted a Friday night Wine Down Forging Night
asked for better conditions, the sky was clear, the
at Dark Angel Armory & Forge. We had five couples in
temperature was just right, and the biting vermin were
attendance, enjoying a spread of hors d'oeuvres while
somewhere else. As with any meeting, we had members
forging wine bottle corkscrews. The following day,
that sign in and those that forget, 36 signed in, which
February 13th, I hosted my monthly five-hour
more-than filled the spectator area of Juan’s shop .
Introduction to Blacksmithing class at my shop. My
Juan demonstrated the making of a leg set and the
seven students spent the day learning about cutting steel
joinery associated with it. The first step in this type of
with a hardy hot cut and handled top cut, forging a taper,
projects is to make a detailed drawing with the proper
bending a scroll and twisting steel to form an S hook. I
measurements for all the pieces. With a long-term
had the assistance of Sylvia Andrassy and Amy McGrotty
project, you need a plan.
teaching the class.
Juan went through the
Our February meeting was
importance of centering on
at my shop, Dark Angel Armory
the work piece where a
& Forge in Pompano Beach. In
punched hole was to be
attendance were Peter Hill,
made, as well as every other
William Kahl, Amy McGrotty,
aspect of layout. In
Austin Pollack, Sylvia Andrassy
addition, when assembly
and myself. Peter Hill worked
begins, it is crucial to
with several members teaching
maintain plumb and exact
a variety of knife making skills
ninety degree joints (Juan
while I worked at forging a Viking sword.
has a jig for that.).
(Nicole Horenstein aids Juan)
We were also joined by Anton Pastuszak, a
Juan worked on the piece morning and afternoon,
professional welder and aspiring blacksmith in the SE
answering a host of questions in the process. The table
Region, and Julie Ward, a sculpture professor with
will be completed and displayed at our annual conference Florida Atlantic University. Julie is interested in starting
in Ocala this October.
a blacksmithing program at the university and was
Iron in the Hat had a good number of hand made
investigating the logistics of such a program.
items and other good donated items. We raised $172.00.
Finally the month of February was capped off with a
We also had great tailgate sales and all I can say is keep
two-day Introduction to Knife Making class at The
them coming.
Armory Art Center in West Palm Beach. The class was
Juan and his helpers are truly thanked for the good
an opportunity for students who have taken my
times, expert instruction, great food, and for reaching out Introduction to Blacksmithing class to apply the skills
to new and old members alike. He is a living example of they have learned in the initial class and expand on their
our organization’s commitment to pass it on.
knowledge and
skill while
John Boy Watson
forging a Viking
bushcraft knife.
The NW April 9th meeting will be held at The
The students
Panhandle Pioneer Settlement in Blountstown. This
also learned the
will be our Statewide Regional Meeting. Leslie Tharp
basics of
will be our demonstrator. Please bring a covered dish,
metallurgy,
side or dessert and something for the "Iron in the Hat".
hardening and
This is our farthest West meeting location, so I would like tempering high
to invite anyone living in the westernmost area of Florida carbon steels.
(around Pensacola), who want more FABA, to come to
Just a reminder, I am administering a Facebook page
this meeting and let's talk about getting some meetings
for the SE Region. I try to post helpful tutorials, vendor
started in your area. Hope to see you there!
information and other valuable blacksmithing resources.
Look us up and request an invite at Florida Artist

John Pfund

Blacksmith Association Southeast Region. I look
forward to hearing from all of you.
Our April 16th SE Region meeting will be held at my
shop, Dark Angel Armory & Forge in Pompano Beach,
starting at 9 am. We will do potluck lunch. To avoid
duplication, I posted a sign up list on the SE Region
Facebook page. Please check what other people are
bringing and add your item to the list.
We will be doing an "Iron in the Hat," so please bring
any items that you would like to donate. Raffle tickets
will be $1.00 each, seven for $5.00 or fifteen for $10.00.
Typical donation items are raw materials for
blacksmithing projects (ie. Tool Steels or knife scales)
and/or finished projects. The funds raised from Iron in
the Hat go towards the FABA scholarship program.

Shaun Williams
SW - February Meeting
The SW February meeting was held on Feb. 20 at the
Masonic Park in Wimauma. Eleven of us conducted Boy
Scout Metal Working Merit Badge training for over 30
scouts at a primitive campground in the middle of the
scrub. The truly amazing thing was that most of the
forges present were gas forges and yet, not a single smith
was struck by lightning!
Thanks for organizing this Jerry Wolfe, I know it was
a lot of work.

David Reddy
NE March Meeting
The March NE Region meeting was held at Leslie Tharp's
studio in Gainesville (LeslieTharp.com / Facebook
"LeslieTharpDesigns). Leslie spoke at length on the
creative development process and shared insights into one
of her current projects - a huge sculpture she's building
for Shands Hospital. The sculpture features dolphins
creating a fish ball. Leslie took us from concept
development through up-scaling to the final form. One of
the most interesting techniques Leslie demonstrated was
the use of wire forms to both test aesthetic fit, and as a

template for final forged and fabricated elements. The
attached pictures show the sculpture, and Leslie creating a
wire form leaf - you can see the leaf drawn on her
fabrication table and one of the dolphins drawn on the
wall. Leslie also highlighted tools she's developed
including the use of throw-away molds used for specific
projects. Leslie often hosts weekend workshops and I'd
encourage everyone to
check out her website and
to attend one of her
workshops. This was
truly an inspirational
meeting - we're fortunate
to have such a talented
artist among us.
The FABA NE April
meeting will be held at the
Pioneer Settlement in
Barberville (http://www.pioneersettlement.org/). It's tax
time so we will be hosting our annual tailgate tool sale.
Please bring any blacksmith-related tools you'd like to
sell. We will have open forges, and Ben Rogers will
discuss the many uses of water at the forge.

Bob Jacoby

(Mighty SW Merit Badge Training
Crew: Jim Robarr, Tim Harding,
Allen Branch, Jerry Wolfe, Gary
Kemp, Mike Barton, Wade
Chappell, Trez Cole, Fred Coury,
David Reddy and Jerry Standifer.
Not pictured: Francis Whitaker.)
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CLINT FOUNTAIN CONSERVATION
290 Butler Ridge Rd.
Havana, Florida 32333
(850) 539-6165

Fellow blacksmiths:
I read with interest Dietrich Hoecht's article about outdoor coatings on iron in the February 2016 Clinker Breaker. I
cannot quibble with the accuracy of what he related, except to say that this is a very large topic, one that chemical and
paint engineers spend entire careers upon. To do it justice would take an entire book.
What I do take exception to is Jim Carothers' sidebar of Doug Henderson's recipe for a metal varnish. This recipe, to
which Mr. Henderson added modern Spar Varnish, has been around since the 18th Century. The original, consisting
of linseed oil (raw, boiled or stand), beeswax, turpentine, and vitriol (sulfuric acid), has been used on countless pieces
of furniture over the centuries. And has ruined the surface of all of them. The British Museum used it on every piece
of furniture in their collection for half of the 20th century, and has not yet succeeded in removing all of the black,
gummy stuff. It was called British Museum Polish at the time.
The problem is not the beeswax, which is chemically inert, and is a good moisture barrier – if you dip the piece into
the molten wax twice, allowing it to cool between dips. Not a look you'd want for something you'd labored over. A
thin coating wiped onto hot iron will look nice, but is not thick enough to exclude moisture transfer through it, so the
iron will rust.
The problem is not the turpentine, which has a character similar to hydrocarbons, was commonly used as a paint
solvent before mineral spirits was available. It was in the recipe to help the beeswax go into solution.
The problem is the linseed oil. If you read this paper by the Forest Products Laboratory,
http://www.fpl.fs.fed.us/documnts/techline/protecting-wood-from-humidity.pdf
you will see that it actually has a moisture exclusion capability of 0. This paper dates from 1998; the original study
was published in 1987 in Fine Woodworking magazine. In it, FWW showed that an aged film of linseed oil actually
acquired a negative rating, meaning that it absorbed moisture as it oxidized and degraded. And degrade it will, as will
any drying oil pressed from a nut or seed. Linseed oil just happens to do it faster than others such as tung or walnut
oil. I'm sure we've all seen or handled a walnut gunstock that has been lovingly wiped annually with linseed oil. As it
oxidizes, it gets black and gummy.
Why did our forebears use so much of it? Because it was a by-product of the processing of flax, was cheap and
abundant, looked good on a piece of furniture - for a while – and was easier to apply than French-polished shellac. It
was also used as the binder in oil-based paints and putty.
Why the vitriol? I'm not sure; so many of the varnish formulations of the 18th and early 19th century were kitchencookbook mixtures, wherein the varnishmaker mixed together resins or solvents according to their perceived
individual characteristics. They had no real knowledge of chemistry or film technology.
What's worse in Mr. Henderson's recipe, adding a drying oil to what is undoubtedly an alkyd (Spar) varnish will
diminish whatever UV protection it might have built into it.
The only valid use for linseed oil I can think of is in making Compo, a type of putty that can be pressed into wooden
molds, to replace all of the elaborate decoration that was previously carved into wooden picture or mirror frames that
were to be gilded. And mixed with whiting (ground chalk), it was a traditional glazing putty for windows. Both
compo and putty shrink and crack with age.
Would I ever use linseed oil for a surface film on anything, be it wood or iron? No. But I hear the Europeans like it
on their salads and on cottage cheese.

One small observation on Mr. Hoecht's article: there is nothing inherently better in the paints – the film-formers,
whether enamels or acrylics - applied by powder-coating. It is simply a means to paint metal without using Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs) – solvents, which are subject to so much regulation today. And I will admit that epoxy
paints, those that provide the most moisture exclusion, are especially hazardous to your health, because the activator
that kicks over the epoxide reaction are frequently cyanide compounds. A single (unprotected) exposure has been
known to be lethal.

Clint Fountain
Furniture Conservator
Smithsonian Class of 1993
One Final question for me Clint and it will make a nice sidebar for others.
My anvils live outside under a canopy, exposed to humidity and splash. I put motor
oil on them to keep them from rusting. What should I be doing?
You could be doing worse for your anvils than wiping them with motor oil. It is a pure (mostly) hydrocarbon, is not
hygroscopic or acidic (mostly - who knows what additives the companies put in them?), and penetrates somewhat into
the metal and its oxides. If I were going to use a petroleum oil, I would use mineral or baby oil; by FDA regulations,
it must be clean.
If I were to try to protect ferrous metals in an outdoor environment, I would:
1) Remove all paints, oils & grease.
2) De-rust it, whether chemically or by sandblasting. If it has been exposed to a salt environment, it will require both
electrochemical reduction of chlorides AND sandblasting. (Rust removal is an entire topic. Chloride removal is
another, separate one.)
3) Passivate the metal. (Passivation is an entire topic.)
4) Give the (non-working) surfaces two coats of epoxy primer; the first should be brushed on and worked into any pits
- it works in deeper than sprayed. The second coat can be sprayed.
5) Give it a topcoat of two-part polyurethane, in whatever color you like. In full sun and rain, and barring any
scratches through the film, this will last about 7 - 10 years. Out of the sun, many more.
4) and 5) must - MUST - be done while wearing a respirator with cartridges certified for use with Organic Vapors!
This is what the Florida Bureau of Archaeology does to all its antique cannons and anchors that are on public display,
in the weather.
Remember: rust never sleeps. If it has been exposed to chlorides (salt spray, bleach, the ammonium chloride used as a
flux on copper alloys), it doesn't sleep four times as fast.
Clint

(Coffee Table by
Kirk Sullens)
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Journeyman Blacksmithing Skill Standards
/
/
Starting Date

Name

/
/
Date Completed

Before someone is accepted as a journeyman blacksmith with the Florida Artist Blacksmith Association,
they need to be able to perform the following productively, quickly and accurately. Proficiency in each
skill should be verified by three FABA members in good standing. The FABA witnesses should confirm
proficiency by initialing that each skill was completed and the date it was verified.
DATE VERIFIED

SKILL

INITIALS

1. Drawing Out: Draw a bar to a point or dress an edge or point a
tool.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

2. Upsetting: Upset to at least 1 ½ times the diameter or width of a
bar on the end and in the middle.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

3. Bending: Make a ring out of bar stock or flat stock; forge a
square corner right angle bend in square stock.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

4. Punching, slitting and decorative punch work: Show an example
of decorative punch work; punch a hole in a bar the same size as
the width of the bar.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

5. Drifting: Make a drift and use it to smooth, shape or enlarge a
hole.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

6. Mortise and Tenon: Make an assembly from at least two
separate pieces using this technique.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

7. Collaring: Make an assembly from at least two separate pieces
using this technique.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

8. Scroll Work: Make two different types of scrolls.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

9. Splitting: Split a bar with a hot cut in the middle or at the end of
the bar.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

10. Fullering, grooving, veining, set hammering: Show examples
of each or if used as an intermediate technique, describe how and
why the techniques are used.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

11. Riveting: Make two assemblies from at least two separate
pieces for each assembly using hot riveting and cold riveting (pop
riveting is not acceptable).

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

12. Forge Welding: Show at least three different techniques.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

13. Arc Welding, brazing, soldering, oxyacetylene torch welding:
Show an example of each.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)
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SKILL

DATE VERIFIED

INITIALS

14. Hot Rasping, filing: Hot rasp the torch cut end of a bar to
reasonable straightness and evenness, show a work piece which
has been filed to a smooth, flat surface, describe the types, care and
use of files.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

15. Sinking, raising, metal spinning: Make or show a
hemispherical or hollow object made from flat sheet using any one
technique.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

16. Grinding: Know how to use a body grinder (portable grinder),
pedestal grinder, belt grinder, sharpening stones and abrasive
papers; know the types of abrasives and how they are graded and
classified, show an edge tool that you have sharpened.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

17. Drilling, tapping, die work and threads: Drill and tap a hole,
thread the end of a bar with a die, know the common thread
classifications, know the common drill size classifications, and the
care and use of twist drills.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

18. Heat treating, hardening, tempering, annealing, case hardening:
Know how to properly anneal, harden and temper carbon tool steel,
know how to use and case harden mild steel, know the colors for
tempering, make or show a tool you have made that has been heat
treated and will cut or forge mild steel without breaking or suffer
deformation on the working end.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

19. Heading: Head two bolts, one square headed, and one hex
headed; head a nail, head a rivet.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

20. Cutting and shearing: Know how to use the hot cut, cold cut,
hack saw, tinsnips, bench or floor shear, know how to use the
oxyacetylene torch for cutting and demonstrate each technique.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

21. Swaging: Swage a tenon or make the end of a square bar round
using a swage.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

22. Twisting: Show two different twists in a square bar.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

23. Shop safety: Know first aid techniques for cuts, burns,
abrasions and other shop related injuries; describe methods of
hearing, sight and body protection and why they are necessary;
know power tool and machinery safety including welding
equipment safety.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

24. Basic metallurgy: Know the properties and use of wrought
iron, mild steel, carbon and tool steels and their classification, cast
iron, brass, copper, aluminum; know sheet and plate gauging for
ferrous and non-ferrous metals.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

25. Fire and Fuel: Know the constituents of good shop coal; know
the different types of coal fires and fire maintenance.

/

/

(

)(

)(

)

FABA Officer Signature

/
/
Date Completed

Hammer Notes
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Winter 2015 - 2016

Food for Thought from Francis Whitaker
Review by Albin Drzewianowski
A 30-minute archive edition of the Folk Ways series from UNC TV: “Fire and
Forge (Blacksmithing)” features Francis Whitaker forging at the John C. Campbell Folk School in Brasstown, North Carolina. The video originally aired on
North Carolina Public TV in March, 1997. The video available online at http://
video.unctv.org/video/2365018833/. The video consists of an interview by the
Folk Ways host David Holt with Francis Whitaker. Interspersed between the
questions and answers, there are scenes from an advanced workshop at the Folk
School and scenes of Whitaker demonstrating a number of blacksmith techniques.
There are also pictures of iron work by Whitaker. There is a nice mix of
Whitaker’s philosophy of blacksmithing and demonstrations of practical black
smith skills. It starts with some brief biographical information about Whitaker.
Then Holt asks Whitaker why he teaches.

Francis Whitaker’s Hammer, sold in the
live auction at the Gichner Memorial
Hammer-in
Photo by Jenny Plummer-Welker

Whitaker’s thoughts:
¨ I feel an obligation to pass the information on. Also I want to see good iron work.
¨ Think backward: This is where I’m going. This is where I start. What are the steps I take? Most of the time
you have to step backwards.
¨ A trained mind is very important. It's a great combination of a trained mind and a trained hand.
¨ Nothing comes out in blacksmithing by itself. You have to watch every step, every blow, every move. If you
can’t see it, you can’t make it. It’s a form of visual perception. It’s three dimensional. And it’s in a material
that is constantly changing from the time you take it out of the fire, until you put it back in the fire.
¨ Form follows Function
Holt asks about the need for decorating objects made by hand. Whitaker refers to the opening lines of a New York Times
article by Ada Louise Huxtable.
The urge to decorate is one of the most basic of human instincts. Nothing is exempt—the body, the objects one
uses, from intimate to monumental, and all personal and ceremonial space. It is an instinct that responds to the
eye, for pure pleasure; to the rules of society, for signals of fitness and status, and to some deep inner urge that
has been variously described as the horror of a vacuum and the need to put one’s imprint on at least one small
segment of the world.
Holt: What does it take to make a good student of blacksmithing?
Whitaker: Dedication. One word. Everything else falls in line if you are dedicated. The bottom of the heap is crowded.
But there is plenty of room at the top. To get to the top do the best possible work you can. Never short your work, never
cut any corners. Always do it right. ((In 1997 Francis Whitaker was awarded the National Heritage Fellowship in Washington, DC, by the National Endowment for the Arts. The Blacksmiths Guild of the Potomac (BGOP) had a reception
for him. I heard him say the exact same thing about “plenty of room at the top” at that reception. AFD))
During the course of the video, Whitaker demonstrates making a door pull with the help of a striker, a simple decorative
twist, and some forge welding.
(Searching on line, I found the New York Times article that Whitaker referenced at the beginning of the video (https://
news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1350&dat=19810607&id=CElPAAAAIBAJ&sjid=KQMEAAAAIBAJ&pg=
6215,2601643&hl=en). Rather long, it was written in 1981 but has an interesting scholarly discussion of the role decoration has played through the ages. The author, Ada Louise Huxtable, was a Pulitzer Prize winning architecture critic and
writer on architecture. AFD)
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Too much work @ $12 but will they sell
for $20? Always the question.

For Sale
FOR SALE; Clay Spencer / Ray Clontz style Tire Hammer, 1HP 110 or 220 volt
farm motor pre-wired for 110, 6 inch diameter anvil, 4140 dies, 24 square
inch, by 1 inch thick baseplate, Frame is painted and hammer is ready to plug
in and go to work… Hammer has to be picked up at my shop in Wetumpka Al-

Harlan Fisher

334-399-5877

abama. Call or text Raymond Head for pricing
also email e.m.forge@gmail.com (This hammer was made by agreement form Clay
Spencer and comes with a set of manufacturing prints.)
Raymond Head
Wetumpka, AL

Propane Powered Anvil, A New Product Review
By Bob Fredell
Introduction
Pete Stanaitis wrote a product review article on a propane powered leg vise in the last issue of ”Metalsmith” (the newsletter of the
Guild of Metalsmiths, St. Paul, Minnesota). I was so excited to learn of the propane powered leg vise that I called the company to
learn more of the product. Was I ever surprised to learn that Pete short changed us by failing to give all of the information on their
new product line. You can hardly believe my pleasure when they informed me that they also have a propane powered anvil. What a
deal this is, especially for those persons who have tennis elbow and can’t swing a hammer very hard.
Here is how it works
A space age sensing devise senses when the smith’s hammer is 1/4” from the hot iron and ignites a propane charge in a cylinder
below the anvil which drives a piston upwards. This action forcefully drives the anvil up ¼” thereby increasing the force of the hammer’s blow with no additional effort on the part of the smith.
Features
The sensing devise is cleverly built into the hammer in such a way that is not only dead accurate, but the hammer looks just like any
traditional hammer.
Alternately, the sensor can be affixed to the side of the anvil, or even on the far wall that faces the anvil. While this setup can be a bit
if a nuisance, it does avoid the sensor’s life shortening shock of the hammer’s blow.
Wear and tear on the smith’s arm is greatly reduced.
The anvil face is heated because the exhaust of the burning propane is routed through the anvil. This gives the smith a least three and
possibly five additional blows before returning the iron to the forge. An added benefit of this feature is the hollow ductwork in the
anvil mutes the deafening ring of the anvil. (Purists may not agree that this is really a benefit.)
Standard at no additional cost is a three power setting; high, medium and low. With a simple press of a button, your anvil will pop
up with high, medium or low power. Optional at additional cost is a voice-actuated switch whereby the smith simply says, “high,”
“medium” or “low.” This could cause a bit of a problem if a friend should walk into your shop during your mid-swing and say, “Hi,
George.”
For simplicity sake, some of the same technology as used in the propane powered vise is used in the propane powered anvil--for
example, the ignition system and propane hook-up system.
The company currently offers a 125 pound anvil. Plans call for 100 pound and a 150 pound anvil to go
into production in the near future. If the sales are brisk enough they will produce heavier anvils.
Spring 2015
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WebMaster

Michael Kummer
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FABA MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association, Inc.
Date __________ New____ Renewal ____
Name_________________________________ __
Spouse’ Name ____________________________
Address__________________________________
_____________________________________ ____
City
State
Zip
Phone:________________________________
E-Mail__________________________________________
Check here to get color newsletter by PDF______

Credit Card Visa__ MC__ Discover__
#_____________________________________
V code_____ Exp Date___________
Signature______________________________
Your FABA membership begins when your application and
membership fee is received. Membership is per family and lasts one
year. Send $25.00 fee and application to:
Leilani Aletras, FABA Treasurer
P.O. Box 180622
Tallahassee, FL 32303

Any fees incurred by returned checks will be passed back to the member.

